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SUMMARY The dry etching resistance of ArF resist patterns was improved by irradiating vacuum ultraviolet (VUV) light with a wavelength of 172 nm to ArF resist patterns in N₂ atmosphere. The density of C=O bonds of the resists is decreased, and the dry etching rate of resist is also decreased after VUV irradiation. The line width shrinkage by the electron beam irradiation of CD-SEM was greatly improved from 9 nm to 2 nm, and LER (Line Edge Roughness) of resist patterns was approximately 2 nm improved from 8.4 nm to 6.5 nm under VUV irradiation. Using VUV cure, the dry etching pattern of a SiN film showed a rectangle-like cross-sectional view, and indicated almost the same LER value as the resist mask pattern. The VUV cure technique is an attractive method of fine resist pattern fabrication by ArF lithography.
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1. **Introduction**

Recently, ArF immersion lithography has been developing rapidly towards high-density IC mass production [1]. In initial stage of ArF immersion lithography, a top-coat film which protects the leaching of solvents, PAG (Photo acid generator) or the contamination from high refractive-index liquid component into resist, has been developing [2], [3]. The photo resist itself for the immersion lithography will not need a big change from the conventional dry ArF lithography [4].

The resist of ArF lithography has been revealed weak resistance for the dry etching and has the line width shrinkage problem by the electron beam irradiation of CD-SEM. Moreover, LER of resist becomes serious in integrated circuit fabrication.

In order to improve the dry etching resistance of a resist, the UV cure using 250–300 nm light is a traditionally well known method for KrF resist [5], [6]. A wave length of 185 nm light, shorter wave length than that of the UV light was reported to be more effective to improve the dry etching resistance of KrF resist [7]. As for the ArF resist, the irradiation of a wave length shorter than 250 nm in N₂ atmosphere is effective to improve the dry etching resistance of ArF resist [8].

In this research, ArF resist patterns after irradiation of the wavelength of 172 nm in VUV range were investigated. As a result, VUV cure brought to good results for improvement of the dry etching resistance, the line width shrinkage under the electron beam of CD-SEM and LER. Line and space (L&S) patterns of SiN films fabricated by ArF lithography after VUV cure and the dry etching revealed almost the same LER value as the case of the resist pattern. VUV cure is a hopeful technique for ArF photo resist pattern improvement.

2. **Experimental**

The VUV lamp was the XeCl excimer laser by USHIO INC, which emitted light with a wave length light of 172 nm and a half value-width of 14 nm. The intensity of the VUV light on a wafer was 65–80 mW/cm² in N₂ atmosphere.

The photo resist was methacrylate polymer with acrylate resin for ArF lithography. 130 nm L&S patterns were formed by the ArF light exposure system with annular illumination and 2.38% TMAH (tetra methyl ammonium hydroxide) developer. The resist thickness was 400 nm on a BARC (bottom anti-reflection coating) film of 77 nm thickness. Binary mask was used. The temperature of PAB (post applied bake) and PEB (post exposure bake) were 110°C and 100°C, respectively.

The dry etching for 130 nm L&S patterns were done by using CHF₃/CF₄/Ar/O₂ gas for a 200 nm thick SiN film on a Si wafer of 300 mm in diameter.

For the line width measurements, Hitachi S-8C40 was used with the acceleration voltage of 700 V and the beam current of 3 pA. LER measurement for 130 nm L&S resist patterns was done by scanning 256 times using e-beam of SEM in the range from 0.1 to 6 µm in the direction towards the line of the L&S pattern by KLA-Tencor Model 8450i.

3. **Results and Discussion**

3.1 **Resist Film Shrinkage by VUV Cure**

The resist film thickness was reduced by VUV cure. So, the reduction of resist thickness, that is, the resist film shrinkage was measured on a blanket resist film on a wafer. After coating the resist on a wafer and PAB treatment, VUV irradiation was executed.

Figure 1 shows the resist film shrinkage increase with VUV cure time. The resist film thickness decreases by 30%...
3.1 Etching Rate after VUV Cure

The etch rate of the dry etching after VUV cure was examined. Blanket resist films on wafers were used. Figure 4 shows results of dry etching rate at 3 measuring points within a wafer.

The etch rate of resist shows almost a constant value, approximately 200 nm/min after 8 min of VUV cure at 3 measuring points in a wafer. The constant etch rate of the dry etching for the resist suggests that the resist film property became uniform towards the depth direction after 8 min VUV cure and that the number of residual C=O bonds in unit area of the resist bombarded by the dry etching gas molecules might be saturated to a constant value.

In actual dry etching processes, the constant dry etching rate makes easy to calculate the dry etching time and to determine a film thickness combination of both resist and a film such as SiO₂ or SiN. So, the longer than 8 min VUV is good for the control of dry etching of resist masked film all over the wafer.

3.3 Surface Roughness of Resist

The surface roughness of resist is one of the important factors to prevent the so-called spike etching during a dry etching. The rough surface of the resist has sometimes weak spots for dry etch molecules and allows the localized dry etching to a film.

The surface roughness of the resist treated VUV cure after the dry etching was examined. VUV exposure time was changed from 0 (No cure) to 12 min. Figure 5 shows the surface roughness by SEM observation. The surface roughness was improved by the VUV cure of 4 min. Figure 6
3.4 Shrinkage of the Resist Line Width

The shrinkage of the resist line width by the VUV cure was examined by using the mask pattern of 130 nm L&S. Figure 7 shows the result.

The line width shrinkage increased with VUV cure time. The shrinkage ratio of the line width decreased gradually after 8 min. But the 22 nm of the line width shrinkage occurred at 12 min by VUV cure was thought to be too large for 130 nm L&S pattern. Therefore, it is necessary to control the line width at applying VUV cure to lithography of Integrated Circuit (IC) pattern.

IC patterns have various line widths in a dye, so the investigation of the line width shrinkage of various line widths after VUV cure was implemented. Figure 8 shows the relation between the mask line width (CD: critical dimension) and the resist pattern line width. Figure 8(a) shows the amount of shrinkage of the line width (CD) to the longitudinal axis. The amount of the line width shrinkage increased in proportion to increase of the mask line width. By the calculation with Fig. 8(a), Fig. 8(b) shows the line width shrinkage ratio (%) to VUV cure time. The line width shrinkage at a condition of VUV cure time indicated the same ratio of shrinkage as various mask CD from 130 nm to 200 nm, except for the data fluctuation.

A result shown in Fig. 8(b) indicates that the line width is controllable by the calculation of the shrinkage ratio to the line width after VUV cure time.

In addition, the shrinkage of each pattern was considered to progress from the surface of resist. Therefore, the center position of each pattern after VUV cure is not move from the original patterned position. From this consideration, in a mask pattern alignment which adjust a center of pattern, the alignment to the fabricated pattern with the shrink resist pattern after VUV cure might be available.

3.5 Line Width Shrinkage by Electron Beam of CD-SEM and LER

The line width shrinkage by electron beam by CD-SEM was observed in methacrylate resist, which has the main-chain scission-type polymers [11]. The amount of the line width shrinkage by the electron beam irradiation of CD-SEM was
examined for the methacrylate base polymer mixed acrylate system resist of 130 nm L&S pattern.

Figure 9 shows the results of line width shrinkage by the electron beam irradiation of CD-SEM. The line width shrinkage after VUV cure of over 4 min shows only 2 nm, compared with 9 nm shrinkage in the case of no VUV cure. Therefore, a stable measurement in CD-SEM is available using VUV cure.

LER of 130 nm L&S pattern with VUV cure was examined. Figure 10 shows the result of both cases of with and without VUV cure. In the case of no VUV cure, the value of LER was 8.4 nm. The VUV cure improved the LER to 6.5 nm at only 1 min. However, over 1 min, LER was almost no changed.

3.6 Improvement of Dry Etching Resistance by VUV

The dry etching of the SiN film was executed in 130 nm L&S pattern resist treated VUV cure of 4 min. The cross-sectional view of resist and SiN pattern were observed by SEM, and also LER of both resist pattern and SiN pattern after dry etching were evaluated. Figure 11 shows these results.

In the no VUV cure case, as for shape of the cross-sectional view of resist pattern, the so-called skirt shape was observed. LER of SiN line pattern showed the value of 7.6 nm. On the other hand, in the case of VUV cure, the resist pattern showed no skirt and protected to the top portion of SiN pattern.

The value of LER of SiN pattern was 6.1 nm as same value as that of resist pattern. This same value of LER between the resist pattern and the SiN dry etch pattern suggests that the dry etch pattern was faithfully tranformed from the resist pattern by VUV cure.

3.7 Resist Pattern Improvement by VUV Cure

All of the experimental results on the resist pattern are summarized in Fig. 12. Although the VUV cure in N2 atmosphere reduced the resist film thickness with C=O bonds decrease and caused the line width shrinkage, the VUV cure improved ArF lithography pattern in various aspects for the dry etching pattern fabrication of SiN film, namely, the surface roughness, the line width shrinkage by EB irradiation of CD-SEM, LER, and the dry etching resistance which was shown as the constant and low dry etch rate, and the no skirt shape on SiN film during the dry etching.

4. Conclusion

The improvement of ArF resist pattern by VUV cure was demonstrated.

VUV cure, using Xe2* light (\(\lambda = 172\) nm) which has a shorter wave length than that of UV light (\(\lambda = 250\) to 300 nm) in the well known UV cure, causes the decrease of C=O bonds in the resist of methacrylate with acrylate resin, and decreases the resist thickness. The line width shrinkage by electron beam irradiation of CD-SEM is decreased in L&S pattern by VUV cure, and LER in the pattern is also improved. The resist pattern on a SiN film after VUV cure reveals a strong dry etching resistance enough to fabricate the rectangle pattern shape of SiN in the cross-sectional view. Moreover, LER on the line pattern of SiN indicates same
value as that of the resist pattern before the dry etching. So, this fact implies that a dry etch pattern is faithfully transformed from the resist pattern by VUV cure.

According to these results, VUV cure is a promising method to improve the ArF resist pattern formation.
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